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F E A T U R E S

One thing I love about a young
lady or a woman is independ-
ence. Being a woman, I get to see,

hear as well as experience many situa-
tions that might challenge a woman’s
strengths, beliefs and goals. Being from
the Middle East, I’ve noticed that in those
recent years many woman have become
stronger, more successful and voiced
their opinions, loudly too, and I love it!
We’ve always asked for equality, and
when we do we’re labeled as sexists, but
the truth is asking for equality between
women and men is just basic and fair,
and to become equal we need to feel like
we deserve the same treatment, go
through the same issues as men do, but
being a woman, do you really want that?
I’d like to enjoy the fact that I’m a woman
and everything that comes along in the
package, like motherhood, parenting, the
hormones, the beauty, the physical and
emotional grace, all of it. However, the

one thing that always stands out to me
when I meet women at events, family
gathering, friends and so on, is that one
trait that always gets me, independence. 

We live in a time where everything is
available, where young girls and women
are exposed to the good and the bad,
we’re constantly being told or guided to
what we think is the right path, the right
education, the right way to look, the right
way to work out, what you should look
like, how to speak, you name it, but we’re
rarely ever taught how to become inde-
pendent, or how to throw ourselves out
there, outside of our comfort zone to
achieve a goal that people never even
considered, or to become someone we
want to be, whether it was a certain job,
career, to a hairstyle or wardrobe. It can
become difficult for some girls to believe
in themselves that they can do more than
what the people surrounding them are
doing or have achieved, and way easier to

take the shortcut and the safest way,
which is what everyone else is doing. 

Molding your personality
Independency comes from within, to

gain the confidence to rely on yourself is
powerful, and it starts from within your-
self. You need to know who you really are
and start reflecting on things, and it can
be the simplest of things like agreeing to
something you didn’t really want to do,
or noticing the difference between how
you really feel and you behave in front of
everyone else in this world, and that gap
is the gap that you need to get rid of.
Become assertive, if it’s something you
truly believe in then stick to it, our opin-
ions and beliefs are mostly habitual,
which is why we are sometimes afraid of
thinking outside the box or questioning
how we feel.  Soothing yourself and
being a good parent to yourself is almost
everything you need, don’t feel bad for
questioning a situation or analyzing a
certain decision you want to make,
because it’s your right to do so.

We’re living on this planet to live our
lives, not to follow everyone else’s lives
and decisions. Each and every one of us
leads a different lifestyle, thinks through
an entirely different brain and biological
body, we shouldn’t all be doing the
same things as if we were programmed.
The more you’re independent, the more
you’re exposing yourself to different sur-
roundings, the more you’re educating
yourself and molding your personality,
which then leads to elevating your life,
your mentality, your options. 

This will also lead you to becoming
more confident to trust yourself that
you have yourself ’s best interest.  Be
yourself, dare to experience, maybe
you’ll fail at a few things, which is nor-
mal, you have to fail to learn, but failing
is you actually trying and going for
something you wanted, and always,
always, follow what your heart wants.
It’s better to fail than never trying. 

REAL FOUZ

It’s better to fail than never trying

By Nawara Fattahova

KUWAIT: The Kuwait Times is publishing daily
recaps of two of the Kuwaiti soap operas airing
on Al Rai TV and MBC Drama. Here are the
recaps of the 23rd episode: 

‘Saq Al Bamboo’  (Bamboo Stalk)
It’s Eid and the family gathers at Ghanima’s

house. Her neighbor Jaber calls for their Filipino
servant (Eisa) to serve her guests. Ghanima tells
Eisa and he replies that he is not a maid. Eisa
then massages her feet. Eisa asks Noor if Jaber
called her and she denies. He says that Jaber
loves her but she thinks that he is just playing
around. She asks him to complete the story he
started last time they spoke. He tells her about
his cousin Merla, and that he loved her but she
wanted to be alone.  

Eisa calls his mother to ask her if she knew
anything about Merla, as he lost contact with
her. She tells Eisa that even her mother is wor-
ried about her and looking for her. Khawla’s
mother comes to Ghanima’s house to take her
daughter to her house after she heard that Eisa,
Rashid’s son is back from the Philippines and is
living in their house. But Ghanima and Khawla
refuse. Noor asks Eisa if he loves Merla to which
he says that he doesn’t know. She then tells him
that Jaber called her and that she hates him
because she loves someone else.

Been Galbin (Between Two Hearts) 
Dana calls Noora and asks her if she is sure of

her decision to get married to her cousin
Mihsen. She says that she already took her deci-
sion.  Aryam comes with Bashar to his house for
Noora’s wedding. She asks Noora to see Bashar’s
room. There she throws away the frame which

has Bashar and Dana’s photo, but Noora stops
her telling her to leave as the guests have
arrived.

Masoud asks Fareeda for help in convincing
Dana to forget her sadness and start a new life
with him as he loves her and wants to marry her.
Fareeda promises to help him since she thinks
they are suitable for each other. 

Mihsen tells Noora that he regrets for not
waiting for Yasmin to return home after she left,
and he wished to go back in time, which is
impossible. Noora cries saying that she was a
very kind person and she misses her. Aryam is
angry that Bashar is still keeping photos of him
and Dana in his house and asks him to throw
them as Dana is now out of his life.

‘Saq Al Bamboo’  and 
‘Been Galbin’: Episode 23

Afrontier town that juts into a hos-
tile neighboring country and has
a long history of militants firing

upon it doesn’t seem like a typical place
to seek serenity. But that’s exactly what
you will find in Metulla, Israel’s most
northerly point, which is engulfed by
Lebanon on three sides but which is
home to a nature reserve.

Barbed-wire and electric fences divide
the countries and signs warn against
approaching the border at almost every
turn. Lebanese cars and homes can be
easily glimpsed upon from just a few
hundred meters away, as well as the yel-
low flag of the Hezbollah guerrillas flap-
ping in the wind just across the border, a
reminder of the bloody war that raged a
decade ago and rained rockets on the
region.

But all that seems a world away once
you enter the Nahal Iyyon Nature
Reserve on the northeast corner of town
and descend into a narrow canyon along
a scenic hiking trail. The track is carved
out alongside a babbling stream that
includes romantic pathways shaded by
droopy eucalyptus trees and breathtak-
ing waterfalls. If you are lucky enough to
find yourself alone on the trail, let your-
self enjoy the silence, interrupted only by
birds chirping, the occasional tractor
humming on the Lebanese road above
and water trickling through this tributary
to the Jordan River. The animal life you’ll
encounter includes frogs, crabs and large
neon blue dragonflies.

The highlight is reaching the third
waterfall on the trail and the most majes-
tic. The “Oven Fall” is a 30-meter (100-
foot) drop that sends water crashing into
a pool below and which over time has
created a noted chimney shape to the
rock formation. There’s a perch from the
canyon ridge offering a view of the
plunging fall and also a shaded platform
at the bottom where the mist will cool
you off on a hot day.

The reserve is not without its
reminders of the area’s troubled history.
The entrance is beside a military base

and a memorial to 12 soldiers who were
killed in a blast during Israel’s lengthy
military presence in southern Lebanon.
The trail begins at the remains of the
Iyyon Bridge, which was blown up in the
late 1940s by Jewish militias fighting for
an independent Israeli state, and passes
by the Metulla cemetery, which includes
the final resting place of some of the
Lebanon conflict’s victims.

Still, it all only seems to add to the
tranquility of the 90-minute hike
through Israel’s most northerly nature
reserve. If you’ve got more time to spend
in Metulla, there are a few quaint bed
and breakfasts, some historic sites and
the Canada Center - housing Israel’s only
official skating rink and hockey center.
But if it is quiet you seek, stick to nature
where the violence of the past is more
easily forgotten. — AP

Although many people have a
built-in aversion to them, spi-
ders rank as one of the garden-

er’s best tools for biological pest con-
trol. They also are one of the few pest
predators that don’t eat plants.
“Spiders eat the (equivalent insect)
weight of all the humans on earth
annually,” said Linda Rayor, an assistant
professor of entomology at Cornell
University. “A significant percentage of
those insects are herbivores or grani-
vores (seed eaters) or other insects
that adversely affect humans. Spiders
perform a vital function.”

There are more than 45,500
known spider species around the
world, divided into 110 spider fami-
lies, Rayor said. “Few of those have a
venom that affects us,” she said. “The
yellow sac spider, the black widow
and the recluse. That’s about it. And
none are aggressive.”

Spiders, including black widows,
respond to movements in their webs,
and that leads to people getting bit-
ten, Rayor said. “Black widows are
super common in the desert around
the U.S. but you’ll also find them in
many cities because they have water,”
she said. “Houses and edges of houses
are perfect for black widows. They can
build underneath and protect their

webs.” Spiders use venom to kill or
paralyze their prey. They actively hunt
or spin webs to trap insects, inverte-
brates, and even small vertebrates like
lizards and frogs. What also makes
them garden-friendly is that that they
don’t eat plants, Rayor said. “They’ll
eat a little pollen, maybe, but that’s
about it,” she said. “They’re totally

beneficial to have in the garden.”
On the unfavorable side, spiders

are generalists in what they hunt and
cannibalistic. They feed on other spi-
ders and many beneficial insects,
including honeybees and butterflies.
Spiders also are not a good choice for
taking out specific plant pests in fields
or gardens if there’s a particular out-

break you’re trying to eradicate, Rayor
said. “But for reducing all prey abun-
dance in certain areas, they’re great.”
Rather than try to eliminate spiders in
or near homes, the knowledgeable,
organic-leaning gardener prefers to
recruit them. You can increase spider
numbers in the garden by:

1- Adding more trees, shrubs and
perennials to provide anchor points
for web-building spiders to spin their
webs, said Gail Langellotto, an ento-
mologist with Oregon State
University’s Extension Service.

2- Allowing areas to go untilled, or
leaving plant stalks standing for over-
wintering habitat. Many adult spiders
emerge in early spring, before most oth-
er bio-control resources are available.

3- Mulching with grass or wood
chips to provide cover and humidity.

4- Growing flowers that attract
insect prey.

“Even if you want to bring spider
numbers down around your property,
consider that they’re difficult to eradi-
cate with pesticides,” Langellotto said.

“The amount and concentration
needed is often higher than what’s
necessary to kill insects, (and that)
poses a greater risk to humans,” she
said. “Heavy doses also will kill a lot of
other beneficial insects.” — AP

Metulla offers 
peaceful hike 

Photo shows the Oven Fall, a waterfall
on a trail in the Nahal Iyyon Nature
Reserve in Metulla, Israel’s most
northerly point. — AP photos

Photo shows the Iyyon stream in the Nahal Iyyon Nature Reserve in Metulla,
Israel’s most northerly point.

Spiders are among most 
effective predators of plant pests

This spider photographed while spinning a web in a Langley, Wash., yard,
is one of the gardeners best tools for biological pest control. — AP


